Legal Business Solutions:
Cloud for Legal

Get more value out of your law department with
PwC’s Cloud for Legal on Microsoft
Cloud for Legal is a first-of-its-kind industry cloud built for legal that
combines PwC’s legal industry capabilities, services, and technology
experience with Microsoft’s state-of-the-art cloud solutions. PwC’s Cloud for
Legal is powered by Microsoft Azure, Data Lake Storage, Cognitive
Services, Power BI, and Power Platform. Using Microsoft tools and PwC’s
proprietary solutions as its foundation, we help your company’s law
department work more effectively, efficiently and strategically by helping
to make sure your legal function has the appropriate systems and processes
in place for your specific needs and goals - today and into the future.
With Cloud for Legal you get a trusted advisor with experience to work with
you side-by-side to analyze and assess your department’s business and tech
needs. We then recommend the most appropriate legal technology solutions
for your business, connect and configure systems and deploy innovative
legal technologies, including a legal data lake, intelligent automation, and
AI-powered legal solutions, all of which are built on Microsoft’s platform, to
help you extract even more value from your existing technology
investments and your law department’s operations.

Benefits
1

Automate repetitive, high-volume tasks and workflows, monitor
performance, and identify improvements with flexible solutions that
work with and across existing legal applications

2

Uncover, analyze, and act on insights hidden within documents
and disparate systems using legal natural language processing
(NLP) that understands your work

3

Visualize information and drive decisions from analytics built upon
a legal data lake that unifies diverse legal systems and brings
structured and unstructured data together in real-time

4

Extract increased value out of your law department by improving
processes and technologies

Legal Business Solutions:
Cloud for Legal
Our Services
Legal NLP
Identify, extract, and
understand legal terminology
within documents, systems,
and requests from business
and 3rd party stakeholders

Legal Automation
Augment and eliminate
manual legal tasks with
configurable workflows,
integrations, and user and
application-friendly interfaces

Legal Data Lake &
Analytics
Combine, normalize, enhance,
and analyze structured and
unstructured data from
disparate systems. Drive
decisions from data insights

LegalTech
Optimization
Implementation, configuration,
and integration of industry
leading legal technologies

Use case
Augmenting Contract Management with Legal NLP
CHALLENGE
Even with the contract lifecycle management (CLM) systems in place,
our clients often struggle to understand key provisions across
thousands of contracts quickly, which are critical for making strategic
decisions in challenging environments.
SOLUTION
With coverage of contract experienced professionals across a range of
agreements, PwC supports contract migration, contract review, and
contract analysis needs through data acquisition, extraction, and
visualization.
RESULTS
Our technology-enabled approach leads to over 6x faster contract
review than existing alternatives, unlocking key data to enable law
departments to act on contracted relationships and allows client IT
teams to leverage their existing investments without having to
implement new systems.
Learn more at pwc.com/us/cloudforlegal
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